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Nonitram Kushwaha
Surat Singh
50 yrs/M
Village – Gatera, Block Ganjbasoda, Dist. Vidisha
M.P.
F196084
Cataract RE
PLPR
15/08/2014
16/08/2014
SSNC, Anandpur

A 50 yrs male with a complaint of almost no vision at all since last 6 months visited the monthly
camp at Ganjbasoda Vision Center. Mr. NonitramKushwahahas been at SSNC before for the
surgery of his left eye which was performed on 14/7/2013. The earlier surgery for the Cataract
LE was successful and his vision was restored to 6/9 (6/6 with Pin Hole). He was diagnosed as a
case of Cataract RE.
After preliminary examination at the camp site he along with the other patients was escorted to
the base hospital where after further examinations and vital investigations he was posted for
surgery the next morning.

Mr. Nonitram is a daily stone cutter laborer with a daily income of Rs. 130/-. The availability of
work is also a problem for him. He lives in small mud house with 2 rooms in village Gatera with
his wife, four sons, two daughters and one daughter in law. The married son is only shouldering
the economic burden along with him. The other three sons are doing nothing at all. For such a
large family with a limited income has made his life miserable. The inability to see since last 6
months has even complicated the problem to a severe stage. With such a low income and large
family size it was impossible for him to avail private facilities in nearby cities.
Since he was successfully operated earlier hence he due to faith in the services provided by
SSNC and Shri Sadguru Seva Sangh Trust again visited the camp about which he was informed
through vision center where he first went for eye check up. Also the publicity announcement
which was made before the camp motivated him further to attend the camp on 15/8/2014.
Initial anxiety was something which was missing in him which differentiates him from all the
other patients and the confidence in him was all due to firm belief in the quality services tailored
with human touch which he has witnessed before when he was operated for the Left Eye.
Nonitramhad a pre-op visual acuity PLPR in RE and 6/9 (6/6 with pin hole) in LE. After
preliminary examination at the base hospital he was posted for Intra-Ocular Cataract surgery for
the Right Eye. The next morning he was operated successfully and showed an excellent
recovery. He had a visual acuity 6/18 (6/9 with pin hole) on the first day after surgery which will
improve gradually.His faith was restored as it is the second time he has experienced such a
feeling from no vision to almost a perfect vision. He marched out confidently along with the
other patients with a huge smile and a sense of gratitude towards the hospital.

